1. Introduction. A method was given by the author f to determine all matrices X having elements in a field F satisfying the matric equation PCX) =A, where P(X) is a polynomial with coefficients in F and A is a matrix with elements in F. The result gives X to within a similarity transformation commutative with A, The purely formal generalization of allowing F to be a division algebra, possibly noncommutative, not only leads to difficulties that probably can not be handled by extensions of the methods of the above mentioned paper, but seems to be devoid of interest. However, if we consider that A defines a linear transformation, we see that the answer to the following question may be of interest: Given the constantsa n , a n _i, • • • , #o, for what matrices X is ^JX^a^i^ for every vector £? If the numbers involved lie in a field, this reduces to the previously discussed problem.
After defining the necessary notation, this paper proceeds to give the solution of a slightly more general problem.
Consider a division algebra D and an nXn matrix A with elements in D. Let g(k) =^J\ i a i be a polynomial in X with coefficients a t -in D. If £ is an nXl matrix (vector), with elements in D, then g(A)Q% is defined^ to be^4*£a*.
If gi and g 2 are the two polynomials ]£X*au an d ]CX*a 2t -, respectively, then giOg 2 =]£X''g2(X)aK.
The transformation defined by %x = g(A)Oi; will be right linear if and only if the coefficients of g are in the centrum C of D where C denotes the totality of elements of D commutative with every element of D.
Consider two polynomials P and Q with coefficients in D. Let A be anwXw matrix with elements in D. It is the purpose of this paper to give methods for finding all solutions X of the equation
where I is an wXw matrix with elements in D. The (£) is used throughout in displayed equations for the phrase "for every £." This problem reduces to the problem of factorization of polynomials and another problem described in §4.
2. Reduction of problem to consideration of linear transformations only. We prove the following theorem : If the left-hand member of the above equation is expressed as a linear form in a set of the (eai -aie) which are linearly independent as to coefficients in the centrum, the induction hypothesis shows that the coefficients of this set will all be zero. Hence some linear combination ^fiiCi will be zero, where the Ci are in the centrum and £i = 0. Moreover, c 2 may be taken to be 1. Since the Ci are in the centrum, it follows that ^bidda 2 = 0 for every d, and by subtracting this from Y^bidai = 0 it follows that
From the induction hypothesis &i = 0, and hence by induction &,=0, (* = 2,-.. | *). < This lemma is also a consequence of a theorem proved by the author* that a set of finite order which is both right and left linear relative to coefficients in D has a commutative base.
Another form of the above lemma is as follows : 
If % is a vector whose elements belong to a division algebra D and are linearly independent as to coefficients in the centrum of D, there exists a vector rj with elements in D such
where the P*-have coefficients in the centrum, and hence, from Theorem 1, X must satisfy the equations
3. The solution of P(X) =A where P has coefficients in the centrum. Let P be a polynomial with coefficients in the centrum C of the division algebra D. If F is a matrix such that P( F) is similar to A, then the transformation that takes P(Y) into A takes F into a matrix X such that P{X)=A.
All solutions of P(X)=A similar to X are transforms of X by non-singular matrices commutative with A. The problem of the similarity of two matrices whose elements belong to a division algebra has been discussed by Jacobsonf and also by the author J in collaboration with M. C. Wolf. The following statements are based upon the results of these papers.
If g is a polynomial in D, then there exists a polynomial h of least degree with coefficients in the centrum C and leading coefficient unity for which g is an interior (left-hand) factor. If g is irreducible in D, then h is irreducible in C. In this case any other polynomial irreducible in D which is an interior factor of h is of the same degree as g. The degree of g, (g), is also symbolized by ((h)), that is, the degree of the minimum polynomial defining h. The nullity of a matrix M is the order of the vector space orthogonal to M, that is, the nullity is equal to the number of right linearly independent vectors £ satisfying ikT£ = 0. It may be remarked that, since the rank plus the nullity of a matrix is equal to its order, a knowledge of the nullity of M is equivalent to a knowledge of the rank of M.
For any matrix M there exists a minimum polynomial h with coefficients in the centrum C for which h(M)=0. Consider h=\\h% ki where the hi are polynomials over C irreducible in C. If also h(N) = 0 and if the nullity of hi l (N) is the same as hi*(M) for every i and / S hi, then M is similar to N. This condition is also necessary. Moreover, the second difference of the nullity of hi l {M) as a function of the exponent t is always zero or negative. Since the nullity of hi°(M) is zero and since for sufficiently large / the first and second difference of the nullity remains zero, it is clear that a knowledge of the second difference of the nullity of hi*(M) for all i and t^ki is sufficient to determine the class of similar matrices to which M belongs.
Suppose ƒ is a polynomial over C irreducible in C, and suppose that 
do -«ƒ»«« + i).
Returning to the problem of finding a matrix Y such that P(F) is similar to A, let h be the minimum polynomial of A with coefficients in the centrum, and let h=Ylhi ki > where the hi are distinct polynomials with coefficients in the centrum and irreducible in the (1) and (1 ') and the fact that the nullity of the product of two relatively prime polynomials in a matrix is the sum of the nullities of the two polynomials in the given matrix taken separately, we see that this yields the diophantine equations
This system of diophantine equations for the n 3 -(s) can have only a finite number of positive integral solutions, each of which will define a matrix Y similar to a solution of P(X) =A, and any two solutions define dissimilar Y's. Moreover, every solution X will be similar to some Y thus defined.
4. The equation P(X) O £ = Q(i4) O £ f It has been proved that this equation may be reduced to a system of equations Pi{X) =Ai, where the coefficients of the Pi are in the centrum. The solution of these equations having been reduced to the factorization of polynomials over a division algebra, there still remains the problem of picking out their simultaneous solutions. Consider the case of two equations. Let Xiu Xi2, -• • , Xik be a complete set of dissimilar solutions of Pi(X) =Ai. Any transform of Xu by a non-singular matrix commutative with A is a solution of this equation, and all solutions are of this form. Let -X21, X22, • • • , X 2 i be a complete set of dissimilar solutions of Pn(X) =A%. If Xu is dissimilar to all the X^u then there is no simultaneous solution of the two equations similar to Xu. Each of Pi(X)=Ai and P 2 (X)=^4 2 defines an equation (2), and, of course, only such n 3 -(l) as are simultaneous solutions for these equations (2) need be used. Suppose X n is similar to X 2 i. One must still determine whether or not there exists a matrix X similar to Xu under a transformation commutative with A\ and similar to X21 under a transformation commutative with ^4 2 . If such an X exists, then the simultaneous solutions similar to X of the two equations are the transforms of X by non-singular matrices simultaneously commuta- Clearly such an X is a solution. If P =^2Pi<Xi, where the a's are basal elements of the division algebra D over its centrum C and the Pi have coefficients in C, then if P{X) O£ = 0 for every £, it follows (from Theorem 2) that Pi{X) = 0 for every i. Hence each Pi is divisible by the minimum polynomial hi in C for which hi(X) = 0.
If g=]L^a* an d & is an element of D, then g ai the transform* of g, is defined to be X^'ar^a. THEOREM 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that P(X)0%for every £ represents a right linear transformation is that h(X) = 0 where h is the polynomial of maximum degree with coefficients in the centrum C which divides P -P a for every a. 
